EDITORIAL

¿Past order and future chaos?

Hennessey, in his book “The Generation of Climate Change” put forward the “chaos hypothesis”, taking place in a time between 1920 and 2090. This time period in turn is divided into three eras: 1920 – 1970, called the ‘age of industrial capitalism and positive science’ and of apparent order, subsequent to the industrial revolution in which a wide range of scientific understanding was consolidated in all areas of knowledge. This scientific, academic and technological boom helped mankind to ‘develop and improve its ‘quality of life’.

It is during this first period that the first chaos takes place, between 1970 and 1920, called ‘the first cognitive blindness’ in which we become conscious of climate change and its past, present and future negative impacts on the biosphere and humanity (although we are part of the biosphere our self–worshipping behavior has lead us to part from it and to take advantage of it), but we are and we were blind before the problem and have turned ourselves into a consumerist society – exponential selfishness in which through the desire to raise the quality of life we cannot see the future chaos for our nutritional and social needs.

Although some steps have been taken in order to find a solution or some relief, such as the Kyoto Protocol and, a short while ago, the United Nations conference on sustainable development –Earth Summit Rio +20 – there will very probably follow a giant rise in consumerism and selfishness, fed by environmentally hostile politics. We will undoubtedly reach a second chaos cycle, between 2020 and 2090, called ‘the generation of climate change’ in which humanity will suffer the consequences of global warming, yet as a result of being evolutionary will have failed in ‘managing progress and quality of life’, its ecosystem mission having been wrong and leaving the disappearance and extinction of millions of living organisms in its wake, yet through all of this supported by the narcissistic claim to be searching for the highest ‘quality of human life’; we will ironically be in an era of regress from progress.

The hope now is that the new generation, educated by the generation of cognitive blindness and through analyzing the age of order, from the first and the future second chaos cycle, has the capacity to break free from its blindness and unite itself once again with the earth in its plus resilience, returning to a natural, logical and ecosystemic evolutionary cycle after the second chaos cycle in which we return to an era of order. Indeed this analysis will surely come after having felt the effects of droughts, floods, famine, shortage of drinking water and the appearance of emerging, re-emerging and forgotten diseases, amongst other negative impacts. It will also affect the noosphere in which the current firm conviction of ‘progress and quality of life’ will be thrown into doubt…although many of us will not be around to see it!

It must not be forgotten that human beings have also have carried out, are carrying out and will carry out many positive acts in all areas for our society and the planet itself, yet sadly the failure by the majority to manage its progress will without a doubt bring us all to an era of chaos between 2020 and 2090.
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